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INTRODUCTION
If F is a field with non-Archimedean valuation ¨ : FU ¸ G, a cross-sec-
 . Ution for the valued field F, ¨ is a group homomorphism p : G ª F that
is a right inverse to ¨ . So if p is prime and ¨ : QU ¸ Z is the p-adicp p
valuation,
p n s pn .
 .is a cross-section for Q , ¨ . Another class of examples arises from fieldsp p
w x  .of generalized power series 9, p. 23 : if F is any field, G, - is any
 G .. gordered Abelian group, and F t is the field of power series  a tg g G g
 4with coefficients a g F and support g g G : a / 0 well-ordered by -,g g
 G ..then F t has valuation
a tg / 0 ¬ the least g g G with a / 0 g g
ggG
and cross-section g g G ¬ tg.
w xIf p is prime, a p-valued field 8, p. 7 is a valued field, of characteristic
zero, in which p has minimal positive value and whose residue field has p
 .elements. A p-valued field F, ¨ is p-adically closed just in case no
algebraic extension F9 of F with valuation ¨ 9 extending ¨ is p-valued. The
 .class of p-adically closed fields is to Q , ¨ as the class of real-closedp p
w xfields is to R: see 8, Section 1 for a discussion of analogies between these
classes of fields.
w xIn their fundamental work on p-adically closed fields 1 , Ax and
Kochen found it convenient to work with p-adically closed fields having
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cross-sections. Certain p-adically closed fields}those that are ``v-
w x w xpseudo-complete'' 1, p. 614 }always have cross-sections 1, p. 636 , and in
fact normalized ones: cross-sections that send the group element of least
w xpositive value to p. Cherlin 4, pp. 44]46 later showed that all / -saturated1
p-adically closed fields have normalized cross-sections, but no further
study of cross-sections was needed to develop the general theory of
p-adically closed fields.
When studying semialgebraic equivalence relations over Q , I grewp
interested in finding a p-adically closed field without a cross-section.
Discovering none in the literature, I eventually built such a field, and
 .found necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of normalized
cross-sections. These conditions appear, after the preliminary lemmas of
Section 1, in Section 2, and are followed in Section 3 by a proof that any
cross-section for Q extends to a cross-section for any p-adically closedp
 .extension of Q . Section 4 then shows that if F, ¨ is a p-adically closedp
 .  .field in which Q , ¨ does not embed, then F, ¨ has a p-adically closedp p
extension without a cross-section. Section 5 refines this result by produc-
ing, among other examples, p-adically closed fields that have cross-sections
but lack normalized ones. The proofs of these results will use model-theo-
w xretic techniques explained in 3 .
I am grateful to A. Macintyre and A. Pillay for helpful suggestions at an
early stage of my work.
1. SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Introduction singles out p-adically closed fields as maximal ele-
ments of a partially ordered class of p-valued fields. One may also
characterize a p-adically closed field in terms referring only to the field
w x  .itself 8, p. 34 . A valued field F, ¨ is p-adically closed just in case it is
p-valued and Henselian and its value group is a Z-group; a Z-group is an
ordered Abelian group G, with least positive element 1, such that for each
positive integer n GrnG has exactly n elements.
w xSome terminology from 8, 2.2 will prove useful in what follows. Let
 .F, ¨ be p-adically closed. If G is F 's value group and 1 is the least
positive element of G, one may identify the subgroup generated by 1 with
Z. It is a convex subgroup of G, whose quotient by Z becomes the value
group of the coarse valuation
q¨U¨ : F ª G ª GrZÇ
 .  .of F, ¨ q is the usual quotient map . Since every rational number has
 . Tcoarse value zero, F, ¨ 's residue field F }the core field of F}hasÇ
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 .characteristic zero. If R is the valuation ring of F, ¨ and x g R ¬Ç¨ ¨Ç Ç
T T  T .Ux g F is the residue map, one may define a valuation ¨ : F ª Z ofÊ
FT by the condition
¨ xT s ¨ x . .  .Ê
 .  T .Exploiting analogous properties of F, ¨ , one may show that F , ¨ isÊ
 T .p-valued and Henselian: so F , ¨ is p-adically closed. Because ¨ ° Q sÊ Ê
¨ ° Q and the residue field of FT is the field with p elements, anyp
element of FT is the p-adic limit of a sequence of rational numbers: so
 T .  .  T .one may embed F , ¨ in Q , ¨ . Because any embedding of F , ¨ inÊ Êp p
 .  T .Q , ¨ is the identity on Q, F , ¨ is isomorphic to a unique valuedÊp p
 .  T .subfield of Q , ¨ . One may therefore view F , ¨ as a valued subfield ofÊp p
 .  .Q , ¨ . Yet since F, ¨ is Henselian of residue characteristic zero, oneÇp p
Ã Tmay exploit Zorn's lemma to find a field F : R isomorphic to F underÇ¨
T Ã Tw x  .  .x ¬ x 7, p. 406 . So as valued fields, F, ¨ and F , ¨ are isomorphic.Ê
Ã .  .F, ¨ may contain many valued subfields F, ¨ with this property, but
since all are isomorphic to a unique valued subfield of Q , arbitraryp
Ã T .  .selection of a single such F, ¨ allows one to view F , ¨ as a valuedÊ
 .  .subfield both of F, ¨ and of Q , ¨ .p p
 .  X X. XFinally, if F, ¨ and F , ¨ are p-adically closed fields and g : F ª F
is an embedding of fields, then g includes an embedding g : G ª GX ofÃ
value groups, relative to which g is an embedding of valued fields. This
 . Uresult holds for two reasons: if F, ¨ is p-adically closed and x, y g F ,
 .  . 2 2 ¨ x F ¨ y just in case x q py is a square in F when p / 2; when
3 2 3 . w xp s 2, x q p y should be a cube in F 2, p. 4 ; and the theory of
wp-adically closed fields in the language of rings is model complete 8, p.
x 186 . One may therefore restrict attention to field embeddings, instead of
valued-field embeddings, in the class of p-adically closed valued fields.
2. A CRITERION FOR CROSS-SECTIONS
 .Let F, ¨ be p-adically closed. For each m G 2 let
F  U 4P s x g F : x is an mth power in Fm
1 w xReference 8, p. 86 proves the model-completeness of the theory of p-adically closed
fields in a language that extends the language of rings by a function symbol for division and a
 .predicate symbol for the valuation ring. Since the formula w xry is equivalent to the
  ..    . ..formula y s 0 & w 0 k y / 0 & 'z w z & yz s x , one may eliminate all occurrences of
r at the cost of introducing new existentially quantified variables. Also, both the valuation
ring and its complement may be defined by existential formulas in the language of rings. Thus
the theory of p-adically closed fields in the language of rings is also model-complete.
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and
P F s P F ;F m
mG2
the superscript ``F '' will be dropped when there is no danger of confusion.
F  U . w x FEach P is a subgroup of finite index in F , ? 2, p. 5 and so P is am
 U . Q p  .subgroup of F , ? . If x g P , then ¨ x g Z is divisible by every
positive integer and so is zero; also, the image of x in any quotient ring
n < U <Q s Z rp Z must be a unit and a Q th power in Q's group of unitsp p
U n Q p  4Q ; thus x is 1 modulo p for all n G 1, and P s 1 . In general,
 F .  U .LEMMA 1. P , ? is a di¨ isible subgroup of F , ? .
Proof. Say x g P and m G 2. If x is not divisible by m in P, then
none of x 's mth roots in FU belongs to P. If these mth roots are
y , . . . , y , then for each l s 1, . . . , k there is n G 2 such that y f P . So1 k l l n l
if n s  n , no y g P . Yet since x g P, x s z m n for some z g FU , andl l l n
z n g P is one of the mth roots of x. This contradiction implies that P isn
divisible.
 . FLet R be the valuation ring of F, ¨ and U s U be the group of units
of R.
 X. X TLEMMA 2. If e g U, then ¨ e y e ) Z for some e g F .
Proof. By the identifications made in Section 1, FT is isomorphic via
T  .  .  .x ¬ x to the residue field of F, ¨ . So if e g U, ¨ e s 0, ¨ e s 0, andÇ Ç
T  X.T X  T .U  X.  X.e s e for some e g F . Thus ¨ e y e ) 0 and ¨ e y e ) Z.Ç
Note that eX g FT l U.
If e g U, say that x g FU is of e-sort just in case for each m G 2, x lies
in the same coset of P as some power of pe. Letm
F  U 4S s S s x g F : x is of e-sort .e e
 . l 4  U .Since pe : l g Z and the P are subgroups of F , ? , S is also am e
subgroup.
These definitions allow one to state
 . UTHEOREM 1. F, ¨ has a cross-section if and only if F s S U for somee
 .e g U; in this case, F, ¨ has a cross-section sending 1 to pe.
 .Proof. Assume that F, ¨ has a cross-section p . Since ¨p 1 s 1 s ¨p,
p 1 s pe for some e g U. If x g FU , then
x
x s p ¨x , .
p ¨x
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where xrp ¨x g U because ¨x s ¨p ¨x; so the proof will be complete if
p ¨x g S . When m g Z and a , b belong to F 's value group G, writee
a s b mod m
when
a y b s mg for some g g G.
w .If m G 2, then since G is a Z-group there is an integer l g 0, m such that
¨x s l mod m
 . Ul s l1 in G . So there is y g F for which
¨x s l q m¨y s ¨ pl y m , .
and
m ml ll mp ¨x s p ¨ p y s p ¨p p ¨y s pe p ¨y . .  .  .  . .
 . lThus p ¨x and pe belong to the same coset of P . Since m G 2 ism
arbitrary, p ¨x g S as desired.e
Now assume that FU s S U for some e g U. Let UT s U l FT ande
Ã T Ã T  . 4  .U s x g U : ¨ x y 1 ) Z . U and U are subgroups of U, ? , and U l
Ã T T T 4U s 1 since U : F : Q . If x g U, then Lemma 2 provides x9 g Up
X X X Ã X X .  . .  .with ¨ x y x ) Z : so ¨ xrx y 1 ) Z, xrx g U, and x s x xrx g
T Ã T ÃU U. Thus U is the internal direct product of U and U. By Hensel's
Ã .lemma in F, ¨ , U : U l P. Conversely, if x g U l P, Lemma 2 provides
X T  X.  X . . Xx g U with ¨ x y x ) Z; so ¨ x rx y 1 ) Z, x rx g P by Hensel's
lemma, xX g P since x g P, and xX s 1 since xX g FT : Q and P lp
Q p Ã Ã 4  .Q : P s 1 . Thus U s U l P, and Lemma 1 implies that U, ? isp
divisible.
Zorn's lemma provides a subgroup T of S maximal with respect to thee
l Ã Ã . 4  4 following property: pe : l g Z : T and T l U s 1 note that U s
Ã.U l P : S . Suppose x g S y TU. Because T is a proper subgroup ofe e
Ã  4:  4   4:  4the group T j x : S generated by T j x , T j x l U / 1 ,e
Ã 4  4and there are t g T , l g Z y 0 , and u g U y 1 for which
tx l s u.
Ã Ã l l X l .  .Since U is divisible, there is u9 g U with u9 s u, and so tx s u and
lXy1 lt s x u s w .
y1 X Ã y1 Xwhere w s x u g S . If w g TU, a subgroup of S , then x s w u ge e
Ã Ã Ã Ã X .TU U s TU : so w f TU, and as above there are t g T , m g Z, and
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Y Ã  4u g U y 1 for which
tX w m s uY .
X l l m Y l X l m Y l X Y Ã .  .  .  .  .Thus t w s u and t t s u . Since t, t g T , u g U, and
Ã Y l T T 4  .  .  .T l U s 1 , u s 1. Because F , ¨ : F, ¨ are p-adically closed, F
Y T Y Ã T  4is algebraically closed in F, and u g F : so u g U l F s 1 , contrary
Y Ãto the choice of u . This contradiction implies that S s TU is the internale
Ãdirect product of T and U.
By hypothesis, therefore,
U Ã Ã Ã T Ã TF s TU U s TU UU s TUU . .  .  .
U Ã TIn fact, F is the internal direct product of T , U, and U . Suppose that
Ã T y1 .t g T , u g U, u g U , and tu u s 1. Because t s u u g U, t g1 2 1 2 1 2
 . lP : for if t f P for some m G 2, then since t g S , tr pe g P form e m
 .some l g Z, m does not divide l in Z}otherwise, t g P }and ¨ t sm
 .l mod m, contrary to the fact that ¨ t s 0. Thus t g T l U l P s T l
Ã T Ã 4U s 1 , u u s 1 in the direct product U U, and u s u s 1.1 2 1 2
U  .  .So for each x g F there is a unique t g T with ¨ x s ¨ t . Clearly,
U  .then, there is a map p : G ª F sending any ¨ x to the unique t g T
 .  .with ¨ x s ¨ t . Since ¨ is a homomorphism and pe g T has value 1, one
 .may easily check that p is a cross-section for F, ¨ that sends 1 to pe.
X  X. XNote that if e, e g U and ¨ e y e ) Z, then S s S : for sincee e
 X. . X¨ ere y 1 ) Z, Hensel's lemma implies that ere g P, and so
 . l  X. l  . l  X. lpe r pe g P for every l g Z and pe , pe always lie in the same
coset of any P . Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 thus combine to show that ifm
 .F, ¨ has a cross-section, it has a cross-section sending 1 to pe for some
e g FT. The restriction of this cross-section to Z gives a cross-section for
 T .  .F , ¨ ; so one may study the cross-sections for F, ¨ by asking which
 T .  .cross-sections for F , ¨ extend to cross-sections for F, ¨ .
3. p-ADICALLY CLOSED FIELDS CONTAINING Q p
This section is devoted to a proof of
 .THEOREM 2. If M, ¨ is a p-adically closed field in which Q isM p
 .embedded, then any cross-section for Q , ¨ extends to a cross-section forp p
 .M, ¨ .M
Ax and Kochen prove that any v-pseudo-complete p-adically closed
w xfield has a normalized cross-section 1, p. 636 , but they invoke v-pseudo-
completeness only to embed Q in the field under consideration. So muchp
of the present result is implicit in their work, though the proof here
proceeds along different lines.
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 .Proof. Remarks at the end of Section 1 allow one to regard Q , ¨ asp p
 . Q p Ua valued subfield of M, ¨ . Each P is an open subgroup of Q ofM m p
w xfinite index, and one may choose coset representatives from Z 2, p. 5 . So
 .for each m G 2, let the a be finitely many integers, with ¨ a gm , i p m , i
w . Q p U0, m , that represent the distinct cosets of P in Q . The model-com-m p
pleteness result mentioned in Section 1 implies that for any p-adically
closed K, the a serve as coset representatives for P K in KU.m , i m
 . Q pLet p be any cross-section for Q . p 1 s pe for some e g U . Ifp
MU : S MU M, then Theorem 1 implies that M has a cross-section sendinge
1 to pe, and this cross-section certainly extends p .
So, suppose x g MU. For each n G 2 let k be the unique integer inn
w .0, n with
¨ x s k mod n .M n
M  .k nand b s a represent the coset of P determined by xr pe . Since nn n, i n
  .k n.  U .  . w .  .divides ¨ xr pe in ¨ M and ¨ b g 0, n , ¨ b s 0 for allM M M n M n
n G 2. Clearly
x
M Mg b P : b PFn! n! m mk n !pe . 2FmFn
for each n G 2, and so the sentence
' y / 0 ¨ y s 0 mod n!& 'z b z m s y 1 .  . .H m /
2FmFn
 .  .  .  .is true in M, ¨ . Because Q , ¨ : M, ¨ and Th Q , ¨ sM p p M p p
 . 2  .  .  .Th M, ¨ is model-complete, Q , ¨ $ M, ¨ and each sentence 1M p p M}
 .is true in Q , ¨ . Thus each sentencep p
's / 0 ¨ s s 0 & 'z b z m s s 2 .  . .H m /
2FmFn
 .  . y¨ p y .is true in Q , ¨ : for if y g Q satisfies the body of 1 , s s p yp p p
 .satisfies the body of 2 . So for each n G 2,
U Q p l b P Q p / B.F m m
2FmFn
 Q p . Q p Q pBecause U , ? is a compact group and each U l b P is a clopenm m
subset of U Q p,
U Q p l b P Q p / B.F n n
2Fn
2 Model-completeness of the theory of p-adically closed fields in a two-sorted language
 .appropriate to M, ¨ follows from the model-completeness results already quoted, sinceM
both M 's value group and ¨ are interpretable in the ring M.M
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If u is an element of this set, then since Q : M, u g U M andp
k nxr pe .
Mg Pnu
for each n G 2. So for each n G 2, xru is in the same coset of P M asn
 .k n M M Mpe , xru g S , and x g S U as desired.e e
4. FIELDS WITHOUT CROSS-SECTIONS
The next two sections will show that Theorem 2 does not extend to
p-adically closed fields in which Q does not embed. Starting with ap
 .  .p-adically closed F, ¨ , both sections will find a p-adically closed K, w
 . Uthat contains both F, ¨ and a special a g K infinitesimal with respect
 .  .  . Uto F : i.e., w a ) w x s ¨ x for all x g F . Attention will then shift to
 .L, the smallest p-adically closed subfield of K that contains F a . Because
the theory of p-adically closed fields in the language of rings admits
w xdefinable Skolem functions 5, p. 627 , L will be the definable closure}
 .here, the algebraic closure}of F a in K.
A special description of L's elements will prove useful in what follows.
For each n G 2 there is a formula in the language of rings that defines,
over any p-adically closed field, a continuous nth root function on the
n’set of nth powers; in what follows x will be the value of this function at
the nth power x. With the help of this notation one may state
 .  . ULEMMA 3. Let F, ¨ : K, w be p-adically closed fields. If a g K is
 .infinitesimal with respect to F and L : K is the algebraic closure of F a in K,
 .then L, w ° L is p-adically closed, and for e¨ery g g L there are c g F,
u g L, and integers n G 2 and m for which
mn
g s c ara u ,’ n , i /
K  .  U .where a g a P and w u y 1 ) ¨ F .n, i n
w xThe result follows immediately from Theorem 1 of 10 and well-known
results in the model theory of p-adically closed fields; the proof will not be
given here.
Now for the proof of
 .THEOREM 3. If F, ¨ is a p-adically closed field in which Q does notp
 .embed, then F, ¨ has a p-adically closed extension without a cross-section.
Proof. Assume that Q does not embed in the p-adically closed field F.p
Since F 's core field FT : F is a subfield of Q , FT must be a properp
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subfield of Q . Q is the only subfield of Q that contains every p-adicp p p
number of value zero: so there is a g Q y FT of value zero. For eachp
m G 2 let b s a represent the coset of P Q p to which a belongs, andm m , i m
let
S s 'z / 0 b z m s y : m G 2 j ¨ y ) ¨ b : b g FU , 4 4  .  . .m
 .a set of formulas in the language of F, ¨ . Any finite subset of S may beF
 . Usatisfied in F, ¨ : for if n G 2 is arbitrary and b g F has positive value,F
then
b bn!g b P FFn! m m
2FmFn
and
¨ b bn! s ¨ bn! ) ¨ b ; .  . .n!
 . Q p  .  . w .note that every ¨ b s 0 since a g b P , ¨ a s 0, and ¨ b g 0, k .p k k k p p k
The compactness theorem therefore provides a p-adically closed extension
 .  .K, w of F, ¨ in which some b g K satisfies every formula of S. Lemma
 .  .3, and the model-completeness of Th F, ¨ s Th K, w , allow one to
 .assume that K is the algebraic closure of F b in K ; so Lemma 3 also
describes all the elements of K.
K  .  .Because b g F b P and each w b s 0, w b is divisible by everym m m m
 .  . Kpositive integer. So if K, w has a cross-section p , p w b g P because
 .p is a homomorphism. One may therefore show that K, w lacks a
cross-section by showing that no g g K with the same value as b belongs
to P K.
Assume, to the contrary, that g g P K has the same value as b. Lemma
3 implies that there are c g F, u g K, and integers n G 2 and m for
 .  U .which w u y 1 ) w F and
mn
g s c brb u.’ n /
So
mn
w b s w g s w c brb u .  . ’ n / /
m
s w c q w b . .  .
n
 .  U . UBecause w b ) w F and c g F , mrn s 1 and
g s cbby1 u.n
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 .Since w u y 1 is greater than any integer, Hensel's lemma places u in
K  U . y1 K y1P , a subgroup of K , ? : so cbb g P and b and c b belong to then n
K  .  .  y1 .same coset of every P . Because w g s w b , w c b s 0. Lemma 2m n
T  y1 .thus provides d g F with w c b y d ) Z. Hensel's lemma again im-n
plies that cy1 b and d belong to the same coset of every P K, and so b andn m
d belong to the same coset of every P K. Since b satisfies S, d g F b P K,m m m m
and so
d g b P F
TF m m
mG2
because FT : K is p-adically closed. Thus
d g b P Q p .F m m
mG2
Q p  4 Q p TSince P s 1 and a g F b P , a s d g F , contrary to the choicem m m
of a. This contradiction implies that no g g P K has the same value as b
and completes the proof of Theorem 3.
5. FIELDS WITHOUT NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTIONS
 .  T T .  . TIf F, ¨ is p-adically closed, so is F , ¨ ° F : F, ¨ . Since F : Q ,p
 T T .the cross-sections for F , ¨ ° F are in one-to-one correspondence p ¬
 . T Tp 1 with F 's elements of value one. When F s Q , Section 3 showsp
 T T .that every cross-section for F , ¨ ° F extends to a cross-section for
 . T  TF, ¨ ; when F ; Q , Section 4 shows that no cross-section for F , ¨ °p
T .  .F need extend to a cross-section for F, ¨ . By exploiting more detailed
information about Q 's multiplicative group, the present section will showp
that other cases may also occur: for example, there are p-adically closed
fields, with cross-sections, that lack normalized cross-sections.
 .In the ring Z of p-adic integers let u be a primitive p y 1 th root ofp
 .  U .unity or y1, if p s 2 , G be the cyclic subgroup of Q , ? generated by u ,p
and
1 q p if p / 2
e s 2 1 q p if p s 2.
w x  U .According to 6, p. 246 , Q , ? is isomorphic to the direct product ofp
 .  .Z, q , G, and Z , q ; the mappingp
m , g , a ¬ pmg ea .
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is an isomorphism of Z = G = Z onto QU. Because the only elements ofp p
m  4Z = G = Z divisible by p for all m G 1 are the elements of 0 = G =p
 4  .40 y 0, 1, 0 , if p s 2 one may conclude that
Q p   4 .mLEMMA 4. F P s G or 1 , if p s 2 .mG1 p
 m aNote also that since N is dense in Z , p g e : m g Z, g g G, andp
4 U Q p Ua g N is dense in Q . Because the cosets of each P are open in Q ,p n p
Q p  m aone may choose representatives for the cosets of P from p g e : m gn
w . 40, n , g g G, and a g N . Since the elements of this set are algebraic
p-adic numbers, they belong to every p-adically closed field and can serve
as representatives for the cosets of P F in any p-adically closed F. Then
proof of Lemma 3, which mentions coset representatives a of P , worksn, i n
for any representatives that are algebraic p-adic numbers with values in
w .  m a w .0,n ; so one may assume that the a 's belong to p g e : m g 0, n ,n, i
4g g G, and a g N .
One may now state
 .THEOREM 4. Let F, ¨ be a p-adically closed field, in which Q does notp
embed, which has both a normalized cross-section and a cross-section sending
 .  .  .1 to pe. There are p-adically closed extensions K, ¨ and L, ¨ of F, ¨K L
 .such that K, ¨ has a cross-section sending 1 to pe, but no normalizedK
 .cross-section, while L, ¨ has a normalized cross-section, but no cross-sec-L
tion sending 1 to pe.
 .  .Proof. Because similar arguments produce K, ¨ and L, ¨ , onlyK L
 .K, ¨ will be studied in detail.K
 .Let F, ¨ be as described. As in the proof of Theorem 3, one knows that
FT is a proper subfield of Q . Letp
1 q pZ if p / 2p
S s 2 1 q p Z if p s 2.p
Since Q is the smallest subfield of Q that contains S, there is an elementp p
T w x  4`a g S y F . By 6, p. 246 there is a sequence k of natural numbersn ns1
for which
a s lim ek n
nª`
Q p  4 Q pin Q . Since P s 1 and each P is an open subset of Q , one mayp n p
suppose that
arek n g P nQ p for each n G 1. 1 .p
w n. n  .If l g 0, p is congruent to k modulo p for each n G 1, then 1 alson n
holds with k replaced by l .n n
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Let
S s a s k mod pn : n G 1 j a ) ¨ f : f g FU and ¨ f ) 0 , 4 4  .  .1 n
a set of formulas, in the language of ordered Abelian groups, with
 U .  .  .parameters from ¨ F . Let p be a cross-section for F, ¨ with p 1 s pe.
 .One may show that S is consistent with Th F, ¨ , p by showing that1 F
every finite subset
S
X s a s k mod p , . . . , a s k mod pc j a ) ¨ f 4 4  .1 1 c
 . k n n m nis satisfied in F, ¨ , p . Each are is a p th power, and p N p ifF
1 F m F n : so ek cyk d is a pdth power whenever 1 F d F c. Applying the
inverse of the isomorphism described at the start of this section, one
concludes that pd divides k y k in Z when 1 F d F c. Since pd is ac d p
power of p and k y k is an integer, pd divides k y k in Z whenc d c d
c  .  U . X1 F d F c. Thus k q p ¨ f g ¨ F satisfies S : when 1 F d F c, k qc 1 c
c  . d  . c  .p ¨ f s k s k mod p , and since ¨ f ) 0 and k G 0, k q p ¨ f Gc d c c
c  .  .p ¨ f ) ¨ f .
The completeness theorem provides a p-adically closed field
 .  .  U .M, ¨ , p % F, ¨ , p and an element b g ¨ M that satisfies S . IfM M 1}
 .  . Ub s p b , then ¨ b s ¨ p b s b ) ¨ f for all f g F andM M M M
k Mn
nb g pe P for all n G 1 . p
 U . Ubecause p : ¨ M ª M is a homomorphism sending 1 to pe. For eachM
n G 2 let b s a represent the coset of P M to which b belongs. Ifn n, i n
m k w .n G 2, b s p g e for some g g G and integers m g 0, n and k, andn
there is w g M for which b w n s b. Son
p ¨ b p ¨ p bM M M M Mn




 .since e, g g Z are units and p is a cross-section for M, ¨ that sendsp M
1 s ¨p to pe. One may therefore write
b bn kym kymp ¨ w s g e s g e .M M m k bp g e n
nn
kyms brb g e ,’ n
and there is an algebraic unit g g Z for whichn p
n
brb g s p ¨ w.’ n n M M
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, p ¨ w is of e-sort: so for each q G 2 thereM M
w .is an integer d g 0, q for whichn, q
n d Mn , qbrb g g pe P . .’ n n q
Of course, b s p b is also of e-sort, and so for each q G 2M
d Mqb g pe P . q
w . nfor some integer d g 0, q ; note that d s l for each n G 1. Oneq p n
concludes that b satisfies
d qqS s 'z / 0 pe z s y : q G 2 . . 5
j ¨ y ) ¨ f : f g FU and ¨ f ) 0 4 .  .  .
nd qn , qj 'z / 0 pe z s yrb g : n , q G 2 . ’ 5n n /
in M.
 .  .Let K be the algebraic closure of F b in M and ¨ s ¨ ° K. K, ¨K M K
 .is a p-adically closed extension of F, ¨ , and by model-completeness b
 . still satisfies S in K, ¨ note that the parameters in S are eitherK
 U ..algebraic p-adic numbers, and so in F, or belong to ¨ F . To show that
 .K, ¨ has a cross-section sending 1 to pe, one may invoke Theorem 1K
and show that KU s S U. If x g KU , Lemma 3 says thate
mn
x s c brb u ,’ n /
U  .  U .where c g F , n G 2 and m are integers, u g K, and ¨ u y 1 ) ¨ F .Kn
Because b satisfies S, brb g g S . Since g is an algebraic unit,’ n n e nmn n
Ug g U, brb g S U, and brb u g S U. By hypothesis, c g F s’ ’n n e n e
S FU F : S U : so x g S U as desired.e e e
 .But K, ¨ does not have a normalized cross-section. Otherwise, Theo-K
rem 1 implies that b s gu for some g g S and u g U, and by Lemma 31
mn
g s c brb u9’ n /
U  .for some c g F , integers n G 2 and m, and u9 g K with ¨ u9 y 1 )K
 U .¨ F . Because u g U,
m
¨ b s ¨ g s ¨ c q ¨ b y ¨ b .  .  .  .  . .K K K K K nn
m
s ¨ c q ¨ b y ¨ b ; .  .  . .K nn
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 .  U .so since ¨ b ) ¨ F , mrn s 1 andK
g s cbby1 u9,n
y1 w .where cb u9 g U. By hypothesis, there are integers s g 0, q such thatn q
g g psq P K for all q G 2.q
 .dq KSince b g pe P for all q G 2, eachq
y1dy1 s Kqqcbb u9rp br pe g P , . .  .n q
y1 d q dqys q K < < w . y1 dqand so each cb u9e p g P . Now, d y s g 0, q , and cb u9en q q q n
g U : so d y s s 0 for all q G 2, andq q
yd ys d d Kq q q qu s brg s b pe r gp e g e P .  . . q
for all q G 2. Since u is a unit, Lemma 3 implies that u s c9u0 for some
F  .  U . kc9 g U and u0 g K with ¨ u0 y 1 ) ¨ F . So u0 g P by Hensel'sK
lemma, c9 g ed q P K for all q G 2, andq
c9 g edq P Fq
 .  . Tsince c9, e g F and F, ¨ $ K, ¨ . Lemma 2 provides h g F l U withK}
 .¨ c9 y h ) Z : soK
h g edq P K for all q G 2q
by Hensel's lemma. Letting q s pn, one finds that
h g eln P nK for all n G 1p
since l s d n. Because a, h g Q andn p p
a g eln P nQ p for all n G 1,p
one may conclude that
ahy1 g P nQ p : GF p
nG1
by Lemma 4. Now, G is contained in any p-adically closed field: so
T  .a g hG : F , contrary to the choice of a. Thus K, ¨ lacks a normalizedK
cross-section.
 .  .To build the p-adically closed extension L, ¨ of F, ¨ that has aL
normalized cross-section but lacks a cross-section sending 1 to pe, one
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makes just a few changes in the previous argument. So, p is now a
 . k n Mnormalized cross-section for F, ¨ . Thus b g p P for all n G 2 andpn
 .n mp ¨ w s brp in the first computations concerning b s p b. Also,M M M
n
d Mn , qbrb g g p P’ n n q
and
b g pdq P Mq
for each q G 2; so in the definition of S, each ``pe'' should be replaced by
 . U``p''. If L is the algebraic closure of F b in M and ¨ s ¨ ° L , oneL M
 .argues, as before, that L, ¨ has a cross-section, but now it is normalized.L
 .Yet L, ¨ has no cross-section taking 1 to pe because there are noL
g g S L and u g U L for which b s gu. For if such g, u exist, ande
 . sq Lg g pe P for all q G 2, then one may repeat the computation of brgq
}with ``p'' and ``pe'' interchanged, and edq replaced by its inverse}to
y1 d q L T  y1 .conclude that u g e P for all q G 2. So if h g F and ¨ u y h )q
Z, one obtains a contradiction as before.
 .  .Note that one may assume that the cross-sections for K, ¨ and L, ¨K L
 .mentioned in Theorem 4 extend the relevant cross-sections for F, ¨ . If,
 . Lfor example, p is a normalized cross-section for F, ¨ , let T : S be a1
ÃL .subgroup maximal among those that contain ran p and intersect U
trivially, and argue as in the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain a cross-section
 .for L, ¨ whose range is T ; this cross-section will be normalized andL
extend p .
A QUESTION
Is there an informative classification of the cross-sections a p-adically
closed field may have? A simple attempt at such a classification associates,
 .  . Twith any p-adically closed F, ¨ , the set C F of all a g F such that
 .  .some cross-section for F, ¨ sends 1 to pa. By Section 2, F, ¨ has a
 .cross-section if and only if C F / B. The results of Sections 3, 4 show
 . T U Uthat if Q embeds in F, then C F s F l Z s Z , while if Q does notp p p p
 .embed in F, then C K s B for some p-adically closed K = F. Section 5
 . Ushows that a nonempty C F need not be a subgroup of Z }since 1 needp
 .  .not belong to C F }and that the class of all C F is only partially
 .ordered by inclusion. One can show that a nonempty C F is a subgroup
U  .of Z just in case C F is closed under multiplication, but one might alsop
 .wonder whether C F is a subgroup just if it contains 1. And unless those
 .C F 's that are not groups have some other interesting structure, one may
also want to find a new object that better describes the cross-sections
 .of F, ¨ .
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